UN GLOBAL COMPACT NETWORK PORTUGAL

Contribution of the Business Sector to the SDG

1. NO POVERTY
2. ZERO HUNGER
3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
4. QUALITY EDUCATION
5. GENDER EQUALITY
6. CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
7. AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY
8. DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
9. INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
10. REDUCED INEQUALITIES
11. SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
12. RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
13. CLIMATE ACTION
14. LIFE BELOW WATER
15. LIFE ON LAND
16. PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS
17. PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS

SDG ALLIANCE PORTUGAL
"Making Global Goals Local Business"

Contribution of the Business Sector for the implementation of the SDG

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER PROJECTS

Information
Awareness
Implementation
Monitoring
Evaluation
• Council of Honor - SDG Personalities
• Plenary - All Alliance Members (more than 90 Public/ Private Organizations and Institutions)
• Executive President - Network Representative of UN GCNP
• Stakeholder Group:
  # UN Global Compact Network Portugal – Membership
  # NGOs
  # Local Administration
  # Employers
  # Work – Well Being, Safety & Health
  # Consumers
  # Social Economy
  # Academy
  # Social Development
  # Public Administration
  # Economic Development
  # Work - Equality and Diversity
  # Workers
  # Culture
• 40 Alliance Ambassadors
UN GCNP | SDG ALLIANCE PORTUGAL

PARTNERSHIPS

• EDS | EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

• SUSTAINABLE FISH CONSUMPTION
UN GCNP | SDG ALLIANCE PORTUGAL

ACTIVITIES - OVERVIEW


> AMBASSADORS EVENT – 22.5.2017

> 1st ANNIVERSARY – 20.1.2017

> OTHERS ACTIVITIES – 2016/2017